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Rod

Line

Reel

Bait

List the best 3 attributes about your rod (yourself) 

Write down 10 things that you’ve learned from
your journey.

Brainstorm ways that you can “Reel” them in with the
give and take of human interaction. Jokes, questions,
and knowledge gaps work really well here.  

What are you trying to catch? What bait should you use?  

The storytelling Tacklebox

Hook What do you want the audience to take away? 
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Rod (Yourself): Just as a fishing rod is the central tool for catching fish, you or your  

loved one is at the heart of your speech. Your voice, body language, and emotions

control all the other parts of your storytelling. 

Line (Story): Barely visible but very strong, your story is has the strength to pull in

the biggest advocates! Don’t underestimate the power of this almost transparent

but world changing item! 

Reel (engagement): The reel on a fishing rod helps you bring in the catch, It also is a

lot of give and take. engagement does the same for your audience. Use humor,

compelling facts, knowledge gaps or thought-provoking questions to engage your

listeners. 

Bait (attention-grabber): Just as you need attractive bait to lure fish, you need an

attention-grabbing opening to captivate your audience. Start with a hook, a powerful

quote, a surprising fact, or a compelling story to draw them into your speech.

Hook (call to action): In fishing, the hook secures the catch and in personal

storytelling humanity is the hook. your speech should end with a strong call to

action. Clearly state what you want your audience to do or take away from your

presentation. Make it compelling and achievable.

The storytelling Tacklebox
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